Abstract
Introduction
General aircraft material demand forecast directly affect air material security and cost management of general aviation enterprise, inaccurate forecast will cause air material shortage or waste, accurate prediction can not only meet the high safeguard rate but also greatly reduce the cost, So how to scientifically determine the general aircraft material demand has always been a key research subject of general aviation enterprise. At present, the research on this issue has made some results [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Jia [1] researched a forecast method for consumption of air material based on ARIMA model, put forward a method that regards the number of air materials' consumption as time sequence during use, and the relevant ARIMA(p, d, q) model is constructed. Yang [2] combined the advantages of univariate and multivariate forecast methods which are both based on LSSVM, then weight coefficient of the combination forecast method is optimized based on entropy theory, finally the calculation method for forecast steps is presented. Taken the air material demand forecast as the research object, considering the operational availability of equipment and the limitation of cost, the simulation method of Monte Carlo is used to establish the model in [3] , etc.
Due to the influence factors of air material is complex, non-linear, it is difficult to establish accurate mathematical model using traditional numerical method. Therefore, the scholars turned to the research field of neural network which has obvious advantages in dealing with non-linear problems. In the practice, 80%-90% of the neural network model using the BP network or its modified forms, it's one of the most mature in artificial neural network, which is also embodies the most essence part of neural network [6] . Song [4] analyzed the main factors of air material demand firstly, then a forecasting method is
Influencing Factors Analysis of General Aircraft Material Demand
Due to the influence factors of general aircraft material demand is complex and non-linear, it is impossible to consider all factors, only need to analyze the key influence factors. Take a certain type of general aircraft material as an example to analyze the air material consumption and combined with literature research and expert opinion, the following five factors are selected as the main influencing factors:
Accumulated Flight Time within Compute Cycles (P 1 )
The time of usage has direct effect on the air material life, the more time of flight, the more air material usage frequency, will inevitably intensify the wastage of it, thus affecting the demand of air material.
Air Materiel Failure Rate (P 2 )
Air materiel failure rate as a function of time, it refers to the air material in good condition at a certain moment, after which time, the conditional probability of failure per unit time. Failure rate is the inherent characteristic of product, it depends on the level of product design and manufacturing. The lower the air materiel failure rate, the smaller the demand.
Mean Time between Failures of Air Materiel (P 3 )
Mean time between failures (MTBF) is the important indicator of measuring the reliability of air material, it refers to the average time of spare parts from use until failure. The longer the MTBF means that the higher the reliability of air material, the smaller the demand.
Technical Level of Maintenance Crew (P 4 )
As the main body of air material safeguards activities, the technical level of maintenance crew will directly affect the overall effectiveness of air materiel security system. The mastership degree and working ability of maintenance crew need some time to train and foster, the higher the skill level of maintenance personnel and the stronger ability to repair fault, the smaller the demand. In order to facilitate quantitative study, this paper selects the proportion of low technical level personnel as a measure index.
Environmental Factor (P 5 )
High temperature, high humidity, strong sunlight, strong winds and other environmental factors will affect the use and storage of air material. For example, metal spare parts will be eroded because of damp or oxidation; high pressure and high temperature can damage the electronic equipment etc. Environmental impacts can be quantified as integer from 1 to 7, the larger the integer indicates that the severer of environment, the greater effect on air material demand.
BP Neural Network

Basic Theory of BP Neural Network
Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) is a feed-forward network consists of input layer, a number of hidden layer and output layer, it has advantages of powerful information processing ability, good self-learning ability and parallel processing etc., which is presently one of the most widely applied neural network models. Scholars have proved that, with a single hidden layer neural network can carry on the arbitrary accuracy to any nonlinear mapping approaching [7] . This paper uses three layer network structure containing a single hidden layer, its topology structure is shown as Figure1. is the threshold vector of output layer node. Such a network can reflect function mapping relationship between m independent variables and n dependent variable.
The Training of BPNN
BP neural network to be trained before being used to forecast, the main features of raining process is information forward propagation and the error back propagation [8] .
Forward propagation is the input vector gradually processing through the input layer and hidden layer spread to the output layer. Error back propagation means that calculate error value when the forecast output and the expected output is not consistent, and then the error signal transfer through the output layer and hidden layer spread to the input layer to modify the weights and thresholds of each neuron until reach the target. The training process is divided into the following six steps:
Step 1: Network initialization. According to the input and output sequences of practical problems to determine the number of input layer nodes m, the number of hidden layer nodes l and output layer nodes n, initialize the connection weights ij  and jk  between layers, initialize the threshold of hidden layer node 12 ( , , , ) l a a a L and the threshold of output layer node 1
Step 2: Calculate the jth neuron
of hidden layer output value,
Step 3: Calculate the kth neuron Step 5: Updating weights and thresholds. According to the error in step 4 update the connection weights between layers and the threshold of hidden layer node & the threshold of output layer node. The updating formula can be listed as follows:
Where  [9] represents the learning rate of neural network, which can be expressed as
Step 6: Decide whether stop training, If the termination condition is reached, output the optimal solution, otherwise transferred to the fourth step. Stop training while end condition is reached, otherwise return to step 2.
The training process of BP neural network is shown as Figure . 2.
12
( , , , )
, where each particle represents a potential optimal solution. The fitness value of each particle position
can be calculated by the fitness function, which indicates the pros and cons of the particles.
Each particle
has a velocity determine its direction and distance of flying. Thus with the position, velocity, and the fitness value can represent characteristics of the particles. First, get a group of particles through random initialization, and then through the iteration to optimization. Each iteration, the particle through individual
update its velocity and position, update formula can be expressed as follow [11] :
Where im V is the particle's velocity; im X represents particle's position; ; and k is the number of iterations.
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The Modified PSO Algorithm
In order to overcome the defects of basic PSO algorithm, this paper adopts adaptive mutation and linear decreasing inertia weight strategies to improve it.
(1) Adaptive mutation Learn from the mutation of genetic algorithm, mutation operation is introduced to the basic PSO algorithm. That is, after each of the particle velocity and position update, to re-initialize the particle at a certain probability, based on MATLAB programming code is as follows:
if rand>0.9 k=ceil (M*rand); pop (j, k)=rand; end Where j is the number of population size; M is the dimension of particle's velocity vector and position vector.
The introduction of mutation operation increased the population diversity, so that the particles can jump out the optimal position of previously searched, carry out the search in a larger space in order to obtain better global optimization capability, thus can avoid the particles fall into local optimum.
(2) The setting of linear decreasing inertia weight In order to improve the convergence performance of the basic PSO algorithm, Shi and Eberhart added inertia weight [12] in the velocity update formula which can be expressed as follows:
Through the experiment found that the larger  is conducive to jump out of local optimal for global search, while the smaller  is conducive to local search to accelerate the algorithm convergence. According to these analyzes, they proposed using a linear decreasing inertia weight which can be expressed as follows:
Where start  is the initial inertia weight; end  is the inertia weight of iteration to the maximum number; k is the number of iterations; and is the best performance of the algorithm. As the iteration proceeds, the inertia weight linearly decreasing from 0.9 to 0.4, larger  makes the algorithm keeps the good global exploring ability at beginning of iteration, while smaller  is conducive to the algorithm maintains a good global exploring ability, thus balance the particles' global search ability and local search ability, improve the convergence performance and accuracy of particle swarm.
MPSO Algorithm Flow
The flow chart of MPSO algorithm is shown as Figure3. 
Figure 3. The Flow Chart of MPSO Algorithm
Initialize the particle swarm is randomly set the initial position X and velocity V of each particle. Fitness value (F) of each particle can be calculated by the fitness function. Determine individual extremum and global extremum according to the initial particle fitness value. Update velocity and position by formula (2), formula (3) and formula (4). Update particle's individual extremum and global extremum according to the fitness value of particle in the new population. If the termination condition (position is good enough or the maximum number of iterations is reached) is reached, output the optimal solution, otherwise return to step 4.
Construction of MPSO-BP Neural Network Forecast Model
Due to the BP neural network training using the gradient descent method, the learning results depends on the initial weights and thresholds, This can cause oscillation and poor generalization ability of the network , eventually led to the trained network is easy to fall into local optimum and the reliability of the network is poor. MPSO-BP neural network is to use the Modified Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to find a better network weights and thresholds of network, MPSO algorithm is easy to implement, has a fast convergence speed and better global optimization ability. Therefore, Modified Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm can be used to optimize the BP neural network to improve learning performance and convergence performance of the network, minimize the global error of BP neural network, has a higher prediction precision.
Determination Structure of MPSO-BP Neural Network
We put the earlier analysis of the five main demand influencing factors 1 2 5 ( , , , ) P P P L as input samples, the actual demand () T for air material as object samples of output, which can determine the structure of MPSO-BPNN: the number of input layer node is 5 and output layer node number is 1, according to the optimal number of hidden layer nodes
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC selection formula [13] (m n) lc    , where (0, 10) c  , in this paper, the number of hidden layer nodes is set to 7, thus building a single hidden layer MPSO-BPNN, which structure is 5-7-1.
The Training and Forecast of MPSO-BP Neural Network
The training and forecast process of MPSO-BPNN are illustrated as follows: (1) MPSO algorithm parameter setting. According to research in this paper, set the acceleration factor ; the number of iterations is 400; the size of the population is 50; other parameters using the system defaults.
(2) According to the BPNN structure of the previously constructed calculate the length of weights and thresholds, that is 5 7 7 1 7 1 50
. Use PSO algorithm encode the connection weights between layers and the threshold of each node into real vector, represents the particles in population, so the dimension M of the particle's velocity and position vector are 50. Use MATLAB intrinsic function (1, 50 ) rands to generate initial position and velocity of the population.
(3) Compute the fitness value of each particle by the fitness function, get the optimal solution by continuously updating speed and position. According to the actual situation, this paper selected the BP neural network test outputs' mean square error of relative error as fitness function
error mse A T T  . (4) After each of the particle update, to re-initialize the particle at a certain probability, obtained the optimal solution through adaptive mutation and constantly iterative update. Combined with the example, based on MATLAB programming code is as follows:
k=ceil (50*rand); pop (j, k)=rand; end (5) The optimal solution of MPSO is assigned to the weights and thresholds of BPNN, and set the operating parameters of network for training. Combined with the actual needs, in this paper, the network training parameters are set as follows: training times is 600; the learning rate is 0.1; the expected error is 1e-006, other parameters using the system defaults. 
Actual Example and Analysis
We used the five influence factors 1 2 5 ( , , , ) P P P L of general aircraft material demand as independent variables and the actual demand for air materials () T as dependent variable. 24 batches of a certain air material demand historical statistical data of general aviation enterprise are listed in Table 1 Comparison of MPSO algorithm and basic PSO algorithm, we can see the optimal individual fitness value changes in the process of optimization, which has shown in Figure8.
Figure 8. Curve of Best Individual Fitness Value Changes
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC It can be seen from Figure8, The MPSO algorithm's fitness value after 60 iterations has been better than the basic PSO algorithm's optimal fitness value after 400 iterations, shows that the convergence speed of the MPSO algorithm is faster and the convergence accuracy is higher. According to the Table 2 , the sum of the relative error amount of BPNN is 0.4468, the sum of the relative error amount of PSO-BPNN is 0.0762 and the sum of the relative error amount of MPSO-BPNN is 0.0363. Simulation results show that the MPSO algorithm has better convergence efficiency and accuracy, the forecast accuracy of MPSO-BP neural network is higher than the BP neural network and the PSO-BP neural network, a more accurate predict results are obtained, can be used as an effective method to forecast the demand of general aircraft material in the future.
Conclusion
This article studies the problem of general aircraft material demand forecast based on MPSO-BP neural network that can be effectively overcomes some defects of BP neural network and PSO algorithm. It is proved that compared with the BP neural network model and PSO-BP neural network model, this method has better nonlinear fitting and generalization ability, it improves the convergence efficiency and reduces the possibility of trapped into local minimum. This method has higher forecast precision and good application effect in the general aircraft material demand forecasting. However, it should be pointed out the problem of general aircraft material demand forecast is a new research project. Further study on other intelligent optimization algorithm to improve the performance of BP neural network and improve the scientific and accuracy of its predictions are the focus of the next step research work.
